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OUTSIDE NOW!
Hinckley Mountaineering Club
affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

http://www.hinckleymc.org/Pages/default.aspx

The New Plough, Leicester Road,  Hinckley,  Thursday 9.00pm

Winter March 2017

 from President Dave

 A few words on Trowie. After a long and illustrious mountaineering career, and it was appropriate that in his final year 
he managed an outstanding ascent for a man of his years (Moel Siabod) well worthy of the Don Ward Axe. I am sure 
somewhere Don nodded approval. It is fitting that his final moments were spent with some of his closest friends.

 The funeral service was on 10th January at St Mary's 
which was attended by many members of the club, 
both present and past.

 We were, however, reminded of the continual renewal 
of life with the birth of twin girls to Andrea and Ed. 
Congratulations to all concerned. (see back page)

  Otherwise another good Year for the Club with a string 
of excellent meets, both formal and informal, requiring 
selfless effort and teamwork to succeed. Whilst the 
weather did not always chose to cooperate much was 
achieved on and off the hill. Romance blossomed and 
faded and blossomed again, and new members came 
and made a significant contribution.

The dearth of climbers continues, partly the result of 
the way that social media works and partly because of the 
bi-partisan nature of the sport.; though this is not the case for the 'winter league', which hopefully will create links for 
the future..
Thanks to all who have contributed to the events of the Year and I wish you all great 2017 on and off the hill.

  Looming quickly is our HMC Event at the Chamois Mountain Centre, Llanberis over 3 days (May Day Bank Hol). 
We have been given the whole centre (45 places) so that we can raise funds for both Llanberis & Lochaber Rescue 
teams. Mountain rescue do a fantastic job, and a number of us have had to call on them in the past. Mountain rescue 
in the UK is delivered free of charge, (unlike most other countries), and is an entirely voluntary service, with team 
members on call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Still quite a few of you have yet to sign up  – so come on guys, letʼs 
be hearing from you. At about £35 for 3 nights plus dinner Sat night, what are you waiting for? Ed

Memories of Trowie in this issue,
Pages 2,3,4,5,6,
Over The Garden Wall, Page 6
Pud walk, Peak District, Page 7

Bethgelert, Three Shires, Page 8
Skiing, Page 9
Keswick, Page 10,11
Up Coming Meets,  Page 12

A proper Winers Day in the Staffordshire Moorlands

http://www.hinckleymc.org/Pages/default.aspx
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So, John Trow has passed 
on. That news must have 
reached everyone by now 
and I’m sure that you 
were saddened to hear it. 
The man is gone but the 
folklore will remain as 
long as we have this club 
archive of news and 
gossip. I’d like to share 
some of my memories and 
hopefully gladden your 
hearts by doing so.

Like many of you I first 
met John in the back 
room of the Black Horse 
on a Thursday night. I 
think it was 1994. All I 
knew of John was that he 
looked like Captain 
Birdseye, walked 
everywhere on his 
Betterware round and sat 
on the walking side of the 
room. I at that time fancied myself as an all round 
mountaineer (still do!) and had some new 
mountain boots to break in. Alison had heard of a 
day walk being organised by John along the 
Eglwyseg Escarpment, and we decided the 
advertised 10 miles of gentle rolling hills would be 
ideal. Suffice to say 18 miles and an “outlier” later 
resulted in me being broken. My Achilles tendon 
remains a problem, and always will. This was John 
in his best sand-bagging form. I’m sure many 
readers of this will have had similar experiences.

Somewhere around 1996 John attends a club trip 
to Skye to bag the Munros there. He does this in 
the company of Alison, Colin Green, Annette 
Cherry and Richard Ellis. John ensures that no 
summit remains unvisited including the In Pin. 
Impressive for a chap in his mid 60s. 

For a while I avoided Trowie’s walks mostly by 
going rock climbing or choosing other friends to 
play with. In November 1997 we find ourselves 
sharing a cottage at Torren in Glencoe and trying 
to get some Munros in the bag. On a grim day 
(1/11) John, Alison & I set out for Buachaille Etive 
Beag, whilst Ed & Ewan opted for the fleshpot of 
Fort William. We made short work of the 2 Munros 
and started the descent from the col between the 
peaks. The weather had improved slightly, but we 
needed to get down for an arranged lift so were 
walking briskly when SNAP! “I’ve broken my leg” 
says John, who is behind me. By now I know John 
is not above a practical joke, so turn round 
expecting to see him standing there with walking 
stick poised above the rock he has just hit. Alas 
he’s telling the truth. To cut a long story short, he 

was a model patient as I re-aligned his foot and 
strapped him up. When I moved him to a more 
sensible position by dragging him across the 
ground he didn’t complain, when I moved his 
rucsac I did. I don’t know what he carried in it but 
I reckon it was always his aim to carry his own 
body weight in supplies, “just in case”. Well, they 
came in handy that day, and no one within a 
twenty-mile radius was going to suffer from Pork 
Pie Deficiency that day! Quicker than I would have 
thought possible, John gets his trip in the big 
yellow bird and mercifully they take his bag as 
well. The resulting treatment is he gets a titanium 
rod in his leg, that didn’t slow him down much. 
John at this point is 67 years old.

In 1998 we share a cottage in Skye for a week, 
but Margaret comes along too to keep John 
grounded. He says that’s ok because he’s already 
climbed all the Munros on Skye, and wryly asks if I  
have, he already knows the answer.

Fast forward to an attempt on the Welsh 3000s. A 
mass traverse of the Crib Goch ridge leads to John 
swallow diving off a short scramble on Crib-Y-
Ddysgl. I patch him up and Brian Kirton walks him 
and Ed off the hill, although Ed isn’t supposed to 
be a casualty. John is over 70 at this point in his 
life, with a “bionic” leg and still a desire to visit 
the high tops. He joins us in the hut bandaged up, 
but still determined in the evening. I joke he ought 
to be paying me for his medical supplies.

Throughout this time John remains a keen 
advocate of local walks and so, aided and abetted 
by others who should know better forms “The Saga 

John Trow  1929-2016
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A memory of Trowie   ʻPacking!ʼ       by Annette Fendell
 
After joining HMC in 2008, a singleton, I decided I would attend the August 
hut meet to St Just in Cornwall with my two youngish children Sophie and 
Sam. I knew John had difficulty attending Hut Meets as he was caring for 
his wife Margaret. I had a chat with him and said he if could arrange care 
for Margaret, there was a space in my car and he could travel with me to 
Cornwall.
The next week on club night John came over to me and said he had 
arranged care for Margaret and would like a lift. All arrangements were 
made and we set off for Cornwall later that week with John being in full 
control of the navigation. In fact every road with mileage and times was 
documented for future reference.
We had a great weekend with John leading a fabulous coastal walk over 2 
days. The day  came to go home and time of departure discussed. With 
having children and being a busy Mum I am quite used to packing up kids 
and car quickly.
 Therefore myself, car and children were all ready to go, we just needed 
John to get in the car....... two hours later we set off!!  Little did I know 
how meticulous John’s packing would be!
But by doing John a favour and giving him a lift, it was on this trip that a 
fellow member gave me Ian Fendell’s  number. We married 2 years later.

Thoughts of Trowie, by Cookie

With a scarf, hat and gloves he dressed for the hills
An honourable gentleman with astounding determination
Defying a metallic knee he repeatedly struck the trail
A healthy appetite.... further fuelling his jest for life!
The contents of his curiously heavy rucksack will inevitably remain a secret...
My cherished memories will be the smiling expression brightening his face and his 
naturally accompanying kind words.  

With revered memories. 
 Cookie

Louts”. I’m told that many pubs locally only open 
at weekday lunchtimes because Trowie rings to 
make sure he’ll be able to get his lunchtime pint.

The Pud walk has also been John’s preserve. For 
as long as I’ve been a member of the club John 
has been the chief orchestrator of the annual 
gathering. Latterly he’s had his ‘apprentice’ 
Stuart helping out. Regardless of venue we’ve all 
enjoyed some fine days out, and on one occasion 
a trip to the highest village in the Peak (and 
England?) to not walk, but merely to have a pint 
a lunch and drive home through the blizzard. 

Longer standing members will recall the 
controversy that John nearly caused through 
proposing at the AGM the compulsory rule of hut 
attendance annually, or more controversy with a 
proposed membership free rise to £100 to deter 
those that aren’t serious members, but in both 
cases he only had club welfare in mind.
“Remain active” has always seemed to me to be 
John’s motto. It was no surprise to see the 
photos from the ascent of Pen-Y-Fan on his 86th 

birthday in 2015. Early in 
2016 he made an ascent of 
his last big mountain, Moel 
Siabod, but by now the miles  
and one or two health issues 
he has stoically carried over 
the years were beginning to 
take their toll, I understand 
that the descent was a sore 
trial for all involved. 

The last time I spoke to John 
was at the AGM this year, 
where typically he was drumming up support for 
this year’s Christmas Pub walk, despite admitting 
that he wouldn’t be walking his enthusiasm shone 
through. I attended, and like all those present 
was sparing more than a thought for John Trow 
and our trips out together. Many have commented 
that “I hope I’m going as strong as Trowie in my 
later years”. I hope so too, and with as much 
enthusiasm as John did. 
Mark Hardy

On the roof of Black 
Sail YHA last year
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Memories of John Trow by Alistair

My first contact with HMC was a day walk led by Trowie in 
the Llangollen area. I was invited along by Mark & Alison 
Hardy with an invitation along the lines of, “Do you want 
to go for a walk around Llangollen? It’s been led by a 
little old bloke”. That would be a nice pleasant walk, I 
thought, no big mountains, it shouldn’t be too strenuous.
The day arrived and Mark, Alison, Pete Hardy and I set 
off not knowing what we were letting ourselves in for. We 
parked near the Pontcysyllte aqueduct and set off across 
the aqueduct towards Ruabon Mountain and Worlds End, 
north of Llangollen. After 7 or 8 miles I asked Trowie how 
far we had to go and got the reply “we’re about 1/3 of 

the way round”. Pull the other one, I thought, we can’t be 
only 1/3 of the way round. How wrong I was.
Around 2/3 of the way round we took in an outlier, a pub, 
where we stopped for a late lunch. Having eaten our 
sandwiches a while ago, we sat quietly in a corner while 
Trowie and a couple of others tucked into a Sunday roast.
When we got back to the cars, Trowie was still going 
strong, I was absolutely shattered. So much for the nice 
pleasant stroll I had envisaged. However the experience 
didn’t stop me from joining the club soon afterwards. I 
quickly learnt that if a walk was one of Trowie’s it was a 
good idea to be prepared for an epic walk irrespective of 
the location.

Al

William Henry Fox Trowie

I went out with Trowie on a few occasions, no, not walking in the  hills but to the National 
Photographic Show at the NEC, Birmingham, held every year in March.
As you know Trowie was a Royal Navy photographer in his younger days and he occasionally 
would regale me with stories of leaping out of helicopters in Malaya or somewhere foreign 
with not only still cameras but heavy cine cameras as well. After he left the Navy he 
continued working as a wedding photographer in Hinckley. .  He always carried a camera on 
the hill. Mind you it took time to convert him to digital.
This event is the main professional show for photographers in Britain and I always have a 
spare (free) ticket for the first two days. Later the general public can attend but they have to 
pay.
So quite often for a few years I would take him along and he would wander around the 
exhibitions as happy as a sandboy but his main delight was visiting the Royal Navy 
Photographic Unit stand and spend ages chatting to the Navy Photographers.
He was usually tempted to spend some pennies on some must have item and I’m sure he 
always enjoyed his trips to Birmingham. Ted

The Red Admiral

My first walk with Trowie was over Kinder Scout in Sept 
1985 – he was training to do the Kinder Round with some 
other HMC members, and not just any round either – this 
was a 60 miler! We did 17mls that day, through peat 
groughs and with lots of ups and downs, and a few 
outliers. I was wrecked of course, but Trowie was just 
getting warmed up. That day was going to be the start of 
our 31 year friendship. 
Over the years, we 
did all the usual 
stuff that HMC still 
do today – hut 
meets, daywalks, 
social evenings 
etc., but we were 
always up for 
something 
different. Once, 
over four days, we 
back-packed the 
Welsh Desert – 
from Aberaeron 
(Aberystwyth) on 
the Welsh coast  to 
Kington on the 
English Border, our 
longest day being 
about 12hrs, when 
I almost begged 
him to stop and pitch the tent. Eventually we did - at 
around 7.30pm, and I was a quivering wreck. I got into my 

sleeping bag, whilst John cooked tea and plied me with 
pussers rum from his hipflask! “You’ll be alright lad” he 
said. “Get this down your neck”. The terrain had been 
rough and tough, and Trowie always delighted in telling 
folk how he’d broken me in. My “Apprentice of the Year” 
Tat award was received not without a certain proudness!
One of our favourite huts has to be Pete’s hut in Nant 
Gwynant, and my biggest walk from there, instigated by 
Trowie, included both Cnicht and Moel Siabod… yes…from 
the hut! It was a gruelling day, but we still managed to get 
back to the Tanronnen Inn, at Beddgelert for a celebratory 
drink.
We all knew Trowie loved his whiskies, beer, fine wine and 
pork pies of course, but on one meet in the 80’s , we’d 
gone up over Place Fell, (at the back of the Patterdale hut), 
and then walked along the shores of Ullswater to Howtown 
where we boarded the steamer Lady of the Lake. 
(Launched in 1877, she is believed to be the oldest 
working passenger vessel in the world no less). He 
introduced me to a Gin & Tonic, whilst cruising along the 
lake. The sun was shining, the views of the Lakeland fells 
and Hellvelyn were outstanding, and the old seadog 
himself somehow seemed like he was at home. 
More recently I got him up Pen y fan in the Brecon Beacons 
for his 86th birthday. He was overjoyed, and said he never 
thought he’d be up there at his age, but a year later, in 
2016 at 87, having had copious amounts of beer, we were 
both to be found on the roof of Black Sail youth Hostel – I 
know – “old enough to know better, but young enough to 
still do it”. And just a few weeks earlier he had exceeded 
himself again and got up Moel Siabod with a big gang of 
HMC members – a worthy award at the Presidents Meet for 
JT.
(cont)
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continue from previous page

Then, one Friday in December I went into the bathroom 
and there was a butterfly. It was a Red Admiral. What the 
hell was butterfly doing fluttering around our bathroom in 
December!    I never touch them - ever, but for some 
reason, and on this occasion, I caught it, wished it well, 
and let it out of the window, and then went off to see 
Trowie in hospital.
We stayed with him all day, showed him some photos and 
reminisced about all the good times we’d had, (and there 
are lots), but in particular, and as I recounted each of the 
above memories to him, he grabbed me by the arm, drew 
me towards him and tried to speak, but he couldn’t find 

his voice.        I knew he was with us, but alas, after a short 
battle, our very own red admiral decided it was time to 
seek pastures new. 
We’ve all got stories to tell and fond memories to share, 
and we’ll be recounting them for years to come, but for 
me, the man was a legend, and I still can’t believe we’ll no 
longer trek the hills together but, whenever I’m on a 
summit somewhere, or on a particular route, he’ll always 
be with me in spirit and, and with my new hipflask full of 
pussers rum, I’ll be toasting his memory with a big smile 
when I remember all the good times we shared together. 
Cheers John, and thanks for being my friend.
Ed

John Trow...and a Job

 So many ways to describe him 
and his exploits during his HMC 
years. 'An animal' on the 
mountain in his time, where 
according to those in the club 
back then, 'pulling in a small 
outlying hill' to an excursion was 
likely to involve another 10 to 30 
miles or another thousand feet of 
ascent or probably both! 

 A prominent member in attending 
club events, right to the end he 
strove to get out on the hills and 
mountains when ever he could. In 
what sadly turned out to be his 
last year, he ascended Moel 
Siabod, in Wales at 876 metres, 
commenting that 'I didn't know I 
still had it in me!'. For this 
outstanding achievement, at the 
2016 Presidents meet, I 
presented John with the Don 
Ward axe, the club trophy for 
excelling at activity that is 
considered worthy of someone 
who is an inspiration to other club  
members and whom has pushed 
the boundary of their performance 
beyond that which could be 
expected of them. In this respect, 
John was a most worthy recipient. 

My own particular memory of 
John was at a hut meet where, 
following an excellent evening 
during which several of us had 
been sampling a range of single 
malts, I came across John 
attempting to get into his sleeping 
bag. He had got it twisted and 
was wrestling with it and so I 
proffered assistance. He was 
most appreciative and commented 
that perhaps he had had a touch 
too much whisky. As I helped him 
get sorted, my response was that 
we all needed to enjoy ourselves 
and that if we couldn't with friends 
following a good day on the hill, 

then it would be a poor state of 
affairs. His common response of 
'Arrrh, that's right' as he got into 
bed seemed to me at that time to 
be a comment of acceptance that 
all was well with the world then in 
that respect. 

In my experience, John was 
always the perfect gentleman, 
immaculately turned out and a 
genuinely warm and welcoming 
person. My regret is that I came 
to know him late in his life but at 
the same time glad that I had the 
opportunity to do so, as I always 
found his conversation interesting 
and colourful, his mind sharp and 
resourceful. 

Although advanced in years 
chronologically, his spirit was 
undiminished and he was always 
determined to keep going. I used 
this fact about John in job 
interview and how inspirational I 
found him in this respect. I still 
find it difficult to believe that John 

has left us. A man whom is 
missed by many and although 
almost 87 years young, he was 
still planning on doing lots more. 
Lots. I can't help but feel that 
John went before his time, which 
is perhaps the selfish part of me 
wishing there was more time for 
me to have with him in 
conversation at a hut meet or 
other club event. 

And I got that job!

Chairman Ian.
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      Over the Garden Wall
         from  the Gutter Press

               Memories of Trowie that should be forgotten...but wonʼt be.

    The time in Chamonix, well remembered  by Nigel, when Trowie thought he was back in WW2 and in a  Searchlight battery.
 In the middle of the night he illuminated Nigel’s room with a beam of light that would have spotted a Junkers bomber flying at 
32000ft.

   And one night in Patterdale when he tried to summon the fire brigade by setting off the fire alarm, 
again in the middle of the night. Over the Wall were told that the lady club 
members were not that impressed, no not by the unexpected wake up call, 
but the sight of male members milling around in skimpy nicks.

   And the time (pictured left) at the Presidents Meet at the Snowdon Ranger 
when the dinner was held up waiting for Trowie  (and Stuart) to arrive back 
off the hill. He claimed “Honest..the mountains were moving under the 
clouds”

!    And the time in Cham when he tested green “rocket fuel” in the local 
bar, . the results the next day will not be reported.

      Over the Garden Wall 2, 
     

It was all hands to the pump at the 
Bethgelert meet as the lack of heating 
in the cottage  made up for the brilliant 
weather outside. Lots of phone calls, 
expert advice from Brian and 
Chairman Ian and a few pennyworths 
from everyone else finally cracked the 
problem.

Bethgelert Meet. 
Exposed, Geoff reveals his picture of a 
moustached Brian G on something looking 
very serious, but taken many, many years 
ago. 

So after the G&T is it to be Ws&Ws 
or Maltesers???

QUESTION    is a ,mountain “high” or “tall”? answers to Ed
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Mid-Week Meet in the George Starkey Memorial Hut 
Patterdale

As the December hut meet was cancelled Phil and I 
decided to go on a trip mid-week. We chose the 
Patterdale hut because during the week they AMBSAC 
charge for the beds used.
The hut was empty apart from us so we had the choice 
of 16 beds (we never checked the ladies or members 
dorms), 2 settees,  many lounge chairs , and even more 
dining chairs to pick from. In the kitchen we had a 
cooker, fridge, sink and water heater each and the 
choice of four kettles. There were no queues for the 
toilets or showers either. Bliss.
However, all was not bliss as outside we were badly let 
down. The weather was grim. Tuesday was hill fog from 
just above the car and on Wednesday the weather 
forecast suggested that the wind would be 30-45mph 
gusting to 70mph with light rain. Thursday the wind had 

gone but the rain was now heavy.  Only fools would go 
in weather like that
So on Tuesday we parked at Troutbeck and walked up to 
Wansfell  and then along to the pike. Our return was via 
Jenkins Crag and Robins Lane. The views were 
nonexistent. On Wednesday, because of the forecasted 
breeze we walked to Hartsop and then went up past 
Hayeswater to return via Angle Tarn and Boredale Hause. 
Again the views were nonexistent but at times the 
walking was staggering(due to the breeze). Thursday we 
drove to Scales with the intention of going up 
Blencathra. But it was raining hard and the cloud was 
only just above the road. We knew the views would be 
the same as the last two days so we cut our losses and 
departed. 
Even with the disappointing weather and the poor 
turnout we felt that it was a worthwhile venture 
(although Tuesday was occasionally called Friday and 
Wednesday Saturday etc). 
Brian K

Christmas Pud Walk

Despite the sad loss of Trowie, the Pud 
Walk went ahead on the 27th December 
with the destination being appropriately 
“Old John” in Bradgate Park.
Starting at The Griffin Inn, Swithland the 
party, 30 strong took the paths leading 
to Bradgate Park and ascended the hill.
The bright sunny day attracted scores of 
visitors to the summit, though they must 
have wondered what was afoot when we 
all tucked into pork pies washed down 
with rum. All in memory of Trowie’s 
favourite treat at the top of a hill.
The return was made to the pub for post 
Christmas dinner.

Pork Pies and Rum toast at Old John for Old John

January Over Haddon, Peak District.

A damp start..and a late start as my map was wrong! but 
Carol and I were soon reunited with a sizeable group at the 
Over Haddon car park. 
The rain added a little interest in the walk through the fields 
and across to a well preserved set of mine workings which 

included the 600ft 
deep shaft, it 
was covered so 
no one was lost.
 Here nibbles 
were taken 
before continuing 
to Moneyash for 
ice cream and beer, but not necessarily taken together. The rain 
stopped and sunshine greeted the party as we descended the pretty 
valley of Lathkilldale with its sudden appearance of the river. Unlike the 
start of the day the steep climb back to the car park at the end was 
made in hot sunshine. Ted

More day walks planned

Standing over the deep mine shaft  in the rain.

Never too early in the year for an ice cream!
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The first “Meet”  of the year in January saw the club 
back at Beddgelert hoping for better weather than our 
last visit which coincided with the great winter storm of 
December 2015. The north of England took the brunt of 
that storm but Snowdonia took a battering that weekend 
with flooding almost cutting the group off in the our 
remote cottage. 

This year was so different,same cottage,  brilliant cloud 
free, blues skies gave everyone a chance to get out onto 
the hill. 
Snowdon via the always impressive South Ridge was 
favourite for many, with patches of snow reminding 
everyone that it was winter. The summit was packed with 
walkers taking advantage of the fine weather. The 
descent was made via the Watkins Path. Another group 

made the ascent of Moel Hebog before a splendid meal 
cooked by HMC’s own “Catering Corps”. 
Winter returned a week later for another member finding 
Snowdon covered in more than a foot of snow.

Sunday,a change of weather, back to normality, it was 
raining.  Carol, Jo and Gareth and myself  made a circular 
walk from the cottage down to  Beddgelert and followed 
the path by the river down to Aberglaslyn, taking 
advantage of “Stemples”, handholds cemented into the 
rock  to get to the Aberglaslyn bridge ,  (older readers 
will remember using the then abandoned rail tunnel to 
get to Nantmor.
From the NT car park (with loos) we took the path up into 
Cwm Bychan and over the top to the Copper Mines and 
return to the cottage, cars and home. Ted

February’s day-walk starting in Cheshire gave proper 
winter walking weather, snow, bitterly cold winds, mist all 
making navigation difficult.
 Starting at The Crag Inn in sheltered Wildboarclough, 
fifteen of us  took the lanes and footpaths uphill onto the 
moors, and  were soon over the county borders into 
Staffordshire and Derbyshire before descending to the  
remote “Three Shires Head” where all these counties 
meet.

This was almost out of the freezing wind and time was 
taken out for warm drinks and nibbles before climbing up 
again.

 Our objective was the famous Cat and Fiddle Inn on the 
Buxton Maccesfield Road. Officially the second highest Inn 
in England at 1698ft.  Maps, compasses and GPS were in 
great use in the mist as the party ploughed through deep 
snow often covering boggy ground underneath. 

All looking forward to a warm fire and something to eat and drink.

Out of the mist loomed the Inn. It was shut!

Nothing for it but to continue across the moors for another three miles finally descending to The Crag Inn, the cars, 
an open pub with roaring fires, beer, chocolate, ginger wine..and roast potatoes and Yorkshire puddings for ravenous 
walkers. A Splendid Day. 

Elevenses at “Three Shires Head” where
 Cheshire, Staffordshire and Derbyshire meet.

Cloudless blue skies on Snowdon

Girls on top, Christie, Sue, Carol, Sue and Ally.
Despite global warming world wide, it hadn’t reached The 
Staffordshire Moorlands for the day walk in February.
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“Awesome Foursome Twenty Seventigne”

Following extensive marketing, this 
year’s trip was made up of 4 intrepid 
adventurers (33% more than last year 
anyway!).

We decided to go on a fully catered 
package trip (flying, no overnight coach) 
and we were not disappointed.  Great 
value for money, great service and 
fabulous food – including the best 
afternoon tea selection I’ve ever seen (2 
cakes, 1 savoury dish and a soup), 
cooked breakfasts and a six course meal 
every night with unlimited wine (oh, and 
the odd glass of custard on the side)!  
Somehow we managed to drag ourselves 
away from the dining room and hit the 
slopes…

We were blessed with great snow, wall to 
wall sunshine most days, virtually every 
run and lift open and easily accessible off-piste and 
gullies to play in (although well tracked-out).  Towards 
the end of the week the pistes were in need of a fresh 
dump or two, but as temperatures were so low (below 
freezing all day, every day) the snow never deteriorated to 
slush. 

After the first day of clearing cobwebs and remembering 
how to ski (and stop) we were ready to explore the vast 
Espace Killy ski area. This encompassed a full traverse of 
the area (popping into Val d’Isere for an obligatory beer); 
19.1 miles/ 7 hours of skiing with 15,700 ft. of descent; 3 
beer stops; 4 falls; one face-plant and one crash into a 
wall. 

The next day, with more clear blue skies, we went up the 
funicular to the Grande Motte which at 3,650m is the 2nd 

highest 
skiable area in the Alps. We also recorded some scary 
speeds courtesy of a new-found app on our phones - 
Bruce and Harry (51.4mph), Carolyn (45mph), Claire 
(42mph).  Claire took the opportunity to have a 1:1 with 
an Adonis called Ray (a lesson - you smutty-minded 
individuals). 

Day 4 was rather interesting as we went out with 8 skis, 
came back with 7 - poor Carolyn got taken out, losing her 
rear binding and thus the ski brake – last seen heading 
towards the party, which was in full swing, at “la Folie 
Douce”.  Despite that we did a lot of skiing - 21.6 miles. 
By the end of the day Bruce’s legs were suffering but he 
soon recovered after an intimate fondling from a young 

French woman (minds out of the gutter – a massage).  
That evening was the staff night off so we nipped out for 
some great pizza and then to round off the evening, 
Harry belted out some blues on the restaurant piano.

The following day can be described as “mixed” - we went 
out with 8 skis, came back with 9 (found 500m from the 
accident!) - happy Carolyn, but the weather was overcast 
with some snow and some sun. 

The final day of skiing can be summed-up in one 
sentence. Another great day skiing in windswept powder, 
drinking beer and eating Tartiflette.

Crucial stats for the week:

8 – Tartiflettes consumed (3 days on the bounce for Bruce 
and Harry, plus a Tartiflet pizza in between for H)
 17 – Poached eggs
 7 – Bowls of porridge 
 18 – Bottles of wine (conservative estimate)
 Beer – God knows
 Max speed – 54mph (H)
 Vertical decent – 92,840 ft. (three times the cruising 
altitude of our return flight)
 Distance 
covered – 110 
miles
 Average falls – 
2 per day (0 
Harry)
 Blue runs – Lots
 Red runs – Lots
 Black runs – 1 
sneaky one 
(Bruce and 
Caroyln to 
annoy the 
others!)

Who’s up for 
next year??

Bruce
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Keswick

Thurs-Friday
Some of us were able to get to the Lakes on Thursday, 
the retired, and civil servants!
Pete, Phil and Brian K elected for the George Starkey 
Hut in Patterdale (see separate article) while, Nettie, Ed, 
Sue, Nigel C, Ted and Carol. Kate and Geoff booked 
into the Grasmere Youth Hostel. Special deal, £15 per 
head per night plus the full English Breakfast.
Very wet in Grasmere that evening, of which most was 
spent in the pub, now called the 1769Bar, formerly the 
Red Lion and the Lamb, Confusing?
Splendid beer and an excellent meal although the sea 
bass needing the addition of extra chips (thanks Kate) 
to make it a more filling meal.
Sadly some had not taken waterproofs to the pub so 

had to stay 
there most 
of the 
evening 
(having 
arrived at 
4.00pm) 
before 
risking the 
100 yards 
dash 
(wobble) 

back to the hostel sometime after nine!
In the meantime Ted, Carol, Geoff and Kate, back very 
early at the hostel spent the evening forming a new 

exclusive club. (Sorry 
can’t tell, its a secret) 
and entertaining a 
young lad from up north 
with ribald and rude 
jokes.
Friday,despite the rain, 
Ed led all of us on an 
eight mile walk from the 
hostel to the fells above 
the village. This is a 
rocky plateau, not very 
high but  full of ups and 
downs and zigs and 
zags giving total height 
ascended greater than the highest point reached. which 
was Blea Rigg, 556m, 1775ft. 
Despite the damp,  the visibility was OK as we found 
our way to the rocky outcrop of Silver Howe, for 
elevenses before continuing past Little Castle How 
Great Castle How and on to Blea Rigg, our highest 
point at 1775ft. Then descent, now in heavy rain,  took 
the steep and rocky path between Belles Knot and 
Eagle Crag  and brought the party to Easedale Tarn, Mill 
Gill and the road back to the hostel where we had left 
the cars.
 Now off to Isthmus Cottage at Keswick for the 
weekend’s Meet proper.

Isthmus Cottage  March 3-5
Ed, Sue, Nettie, Ian, Geoff, Kate, Jane, Pete H, Brian K, Phil, 
Ted, Carol, Harry, Bev, Brian G, Ray, Jo, Gareth, Mark, Alison, 
Nigel C. 

Saturday.
The party divided into several groups with Phil leaving 
first..and coming in last taking in, Great Cable, Kirkfell, 
Black Sail, Haystacks, Fleetwith Pike  and few others.
 
Harry and Bev wandered up Grains Gill to Great End 
returning via Sy Head.and Brian and Ray went up 
Latrigg.

Jo, Gareth, Brian K and Pete went Back ‘o Skiddaw as Jo used to 
live that way. (see Brian’s words).

Grisedale Pike  791m, 2595ft and 2 miles of ascent,  was the peak 
for the rest of us. The weather was fair as we left Braithwaite for 
the long ridge, steep at first, then leveling out before the final pull 
to the summit.  Good visability gave great views which included the 
distant snow covered Pennine peaks of Cross Fell, Great Dun and 
Little Dun fells. From here we encounted some snow as we 
dropped down the ridge  for nibbles before the ascent of Hopegill 
Head ,779m. Much more snow here  and time for a snowman on 

the descent to Coledale Hause. Most at this point opted for the 
descent but Mark and Alison continue to complete the Coldedale round by ascending Crag Hill and Causey Pike 
(  making it 10.5 miles and 4314ft of total ascent). The descent for the rest of us although long was trouble free.
Ted

Young Ben wasn’t around so Allison could misbehave making a snowman.

Girls on top... Grisedale Pike, Carol, Jane, Alison and Nettie

Nigel comes equipped with a 
DIY  picnic on the hill
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Keswick by Brain K

Thursday  Phil, Pete and I started our meet in Patterdale 
not Keswick. We met at lunchtime on Thursday and then 
decided to go and play in the snow on St Sunday's Crag. 
Our route from the hut was to climb the shoulder of 
Birks and then on to the top of St Sunday's Crag. Here 
we were blasted by a strong cold wind and peppered 
with hail - pleasant! Our descent was down to Grisedale 
Tarn and then back down the dale track to Patterdale.

Friday also saw us walking from the hut but this time 
we went up Place Fell. We dropped down to Boredale 
and then climbed up Beda Fell before dropping back 
down to Patterdale. From these relatively lower hills we 
had some outstanding views.

After moving on to Keswick on Friday 

afternoon, Saturday saw us heading to the Back 'o 
Skiddaw with Jo and Gareth but without Phil who was 
doing his own thing. This was a new area for me , 
starting at Hesket Newmarket. We walked up to Great 
Sca Fell, Knott and High Pike before returning to the 
community run pub near the car park - well you do have 
to support these enterprises don't you.?

Sunday saw the four of us going up Helvellyn from 
Stanah. The path took us up the Sticks Path and then on 
to Raise, Lower Man and finally on to Helvellyn. After a 
short lunch stop on the summit and  admiring the views 
we took an increasingly steep path back to the cars and 
headed home. We feel that we had a very worthwhile hut 
meet.

Another cracking weekend in 

the Lakes, with a packed hut, 

and 3 days packed with 

activity. Despite what the 

forecast said, we had 

surprisingly good weather. 

Many thanks to both Geoff & 

Kate for their birthday and 

anniversary celebrations – it 

was hard trying to devour all 

that wine, but we didn’t let 

them down. Thanks also to Ted 

and his little helpers for the 

curry too. We won’t mention 

the camera he left on the 

summit cairn on Friday either, 

or the return trek to retrieve it!  
Ed

Saturday Evening and a special birthday 
and wedding anniversary celebrations.

Geoff celebrates his 70th birthday and 
celebrates his and Kate’s wedding 
anniversary. To mark the occasion they 
brought wine for all the tables for the 
evening meal. Chairman Ian presented 
them with a cake which with a big puff, 
Geoff managed to blow out the candles. 
More cake was passed around with ice 
cream for pudding for all.

Sunday, having waved 

goodbye to most, it left 

Brian and his group to 

take a trip up Helvellyn 

and Carol and I took on 

Skiddaw.

Steep pull at first  but as 

the path leveled off we 

entered the  snow zone. 

Plenty of it around, fairly 

hard on the northern 

slopes and cornices too.  

A short snowy pull brought 

us to the summit of Little Man before the ridge to the main summit. A bitingly cold wind 

greeted us and the scores of other walkers, quick pic at the top and then back facing the 

wind for the descent.The wind however abated at about 2000ft and out of the snow. Good 

view all round again to the Pennines in the east, Grisedale Pike to the west and Helvellyn to 

the south.. Waved to Brian, Pete, Gareth and Jo on Helvellyn but I don’t think they saw us.
Ted

Cyclists on Skiddaw summit ridge

On Sunday we enjoyed a sunny morning run at the orienteering event staged by the Borderliners club at Faulds Brow to 
the North of Blencathra. We both completed the Blue course, running around 5 miles in about an hour. If you want to 
see the full results you can look at them online. The course was staged on open fellside with many control sites being 
located in pits. Navigation needed to be very accurate, and any slip ups cost dearly as the terrain was quite runnable if 
somewhat waterlogged.  Mark and Alison
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HMC Meets & events so far for 2016-2017

Mar 12 Daywalk, Peak District, see Ed

Mar 14 (3) Mid-week hut meet, 3 nights, Dartmoor

Mar 23 slide show????

April 27 (3) HMC Event, Llanberis, 

May 27Ullapool Hut Meet – 1 week

Aug 11HUT MEET – Gower

Sep 8  HUT MEET – Patterdale

Oct 6  PRESIDENTS MEET

Nov 3 (3)  HUT MEET – Bellingham (Northumberland)

Upcoming Meets
 Broughton Bunkhouse, which is just outside Bishops Castle in South Shropshire, a small market town surrounded by 
glorious countryside and the Shropshire Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, an excellent area for walking and 
cycling. The Shropshire Way long distance footpath runs right through the centre. Offas Dyke, the saxon ditch and dyke 
border between England and Wales, passes just to the west. To the east rises the dramatic ridge of the Long Mynd and 
the jagged Tors of the Stiperstones.
Bishops Castle is both timeless and buzzing. Real ale has been brewed here since 1642, and the town boasts two 
breweries. The Three Tuns and the Six Bells offer good food and great live music to complement the beer. There are 
cafes, restaurants and takeaways to suit all tastes. 
As the daylight gets longer, we will be starting our Wednesday evenings Pub Walks. If you havenʼt been, the gist of it 
is, meet at a pub, 6-6.30pm for a local walk, up to two hours max, followed by some refreshment at the inn. If you have 
the urge for a particular pub/walk, let me know.
There will also be a couple of Daywalks in the next few week weeks , at least one of which is in the Cotswolds. The 
other will be in the Peak (or alternatively we could cycle the Tissington or Monsal trails if enough are interested?)
Ed

Granny Sue 
and mum 
Andrea with 
Alice and 
Bella...or 
Bella and 
Alice
From  
Andrea and 
Ed.
“To 
members 
of HMC, 
Thanks you all very much for the 
lovely outfits you bought for Alice and 
Bella. They are both growing so fast 
so it wont be long before they are 
wearing them.
Hopefully it won’t be ling before we 
join you on the hills and the girls 
become the youngest members.

Multi – media Events

Many thanks to both Ted and Lee for taking the time recently to give us all a 
splendid night at The Plough. 

Ted’s was entitled North South East & West, and showed his pics of Scotland 
in the north to Kilamanjaro in the south. His photographs were of course top 
notch, and, as you’d expect, are most professional.

 Lee gave us an interesting insight into Dinali (Mt McKinley), and his photos too were excellent. Using guides, 
he was part of one of the successful teams to summit in 2015, and also raised over £10k for charity during 
the year as well. 

Our next event is on Thurs MAR 23rd when Jo Jones will be treating us to her take on The Dolomites.

If you want a chip butty (£2) please pre-order with Sue
We’ll be running 3 or 4 similar events over next winter, so if you have something you 
want to put on, let me know. 
Thanks

Sue

left, Ed spots an 
escapee from 
Isthmus Cottage

Wine tips from Kate, 
“They say a glass of wine is good for you. So two glasses must be better”.
“Wine improves with age, we all improve with wine”.
“Penicillin cures, but wine makes people happy”.
“According to chemistry, alcohol is a solution”.
“I cook with wine, sometimes I add it to the food”.


